Abstract. This paper describes a method for topology-free shape morphing based on region cluster-based Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) flows, since existing methods for closed curve/surface-based shape morphing are inapplicable to regions with different genera. First, the shape region is decomposed into a number of small clusters by Fuzzy C-Means clustering. Next, the EMD between the clusters of two key shapes is calculated and the resultant EMD flows are exploited as a weighted manyto-many correspondence among the clusters. Then, the fuzzy clusters are transported based on the EMD flows and a transition control parameter. Unlike the closed curve/surface-based methods, the morphs using cluster transportation are not guaranteed to be a binary image, and hence graph cut-based binary denoising is applied to a volumetric image of the two-dimensional position and the one-dimensional transition control parameter. The experiments demonstrate that the proposed method can perform morphing between shapes with different genera, such as walking silhouettes or alphabetical characters.
Introduction
For a long time, image morphing [1] has attracted much attention in the image processing and computer graphics fields, because it serves as a powerful image/video editing tool for creating unique visual effects in view morphing [2] and 3D face synthesis [3] . Image morphing techniques are further used in computer vision and pattern recognition areas to generate view-interpolated images for efficient supervised learning [4] and training samples for deformable shape matching [5] [6].
In the early stages of morphing research, correspondences between geometric primitives including points, lines, and curves were manually given and various types of warping functions were proposed, such as mesh warping [7] On the other hand, the shape morphing problem is treated predominantly as a shape contour/surface deformation problem because of its compact expression [19] [20]. The morphing target is, however, limited to shapes with the same genus; in other words, most of the existing methods cannot deal with morphing of shapes with different genera, such as morphing from a disk to an annulus in a 2D domain ( Fig. 1(a) ) or from a ball to a torus in a 3D domain. Indeed, this limitation is critical for many silhouette-based applications including hand posture recognition ( Fig. 1(b) ), gait recognition ( Fig. 1(c) ), and action recognition. Although several methods [21] [22] can treat such topology differences, they suffer still from a tedious process which requires significant user input.
To cope with such topological changes, volume-based approaches were proposed and they generally fall into two categories, distance field approaches [23] [24] and level-set approaches [25] [26].
The distance field approaches first constructs a signed distance field to contour/surface for each shape and then generates an intermediate contour/surface by interpolating the signed distance fields. It is, however, reported that the distance field approaches sometimes produce undesirable pop-up artifacts [25] . For example, in case of morphing from a single disk to two distantly split disks ( Fig. 1(d) ), while the center disk disappears by erosion, the two split disks emerge as points and are dilated to the destination disks.
The level-set approaches also constructs the signed distance field and then a contour/surface is evolved based on a partial differential equation within socalled "narrow band" in the Level-Set Method (LSM) [27] . Because the narrow band gradually moves in the evolution process and it never pops up from the other region, it sometimes fails in reaching the destination shape. For example, in case of morphing from a single disk to two distantly split disks ( Fig. 1(d) ), the two split disks never emerge because the narrow band disappears after the center disk erosion and does not pop up from a region of the two split disk.
Consequently, we propose a method for topology-free shape morphing based on region cluster-based EMD flows in a 2D domain. The shape region is first decomposed into a set of small clusters and then EMD flows between the clusters of two key shapes are calculated. Each cluster is morphed and blended according to the many-to-many correspondence of the EMD flows and transition control parameter. Since the proposed method relies on the EMD flows, that is, a kind of warping motion, it is applicable not only to shapes with different topologies, but also to a different number of shapes as in (Fig. 1(d) ), which results in more interesting split-process morphing as shown in Fig. 10 .
